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Academic III
unveiled

By Jenna Ethridge
Photos courtesy of Johanna Poethig
and Jenna Ethridge

The new College of Arts,
Humanities and Social Sciences
building is now open, just in time
to host classes for the Fall 2019
semester. Otherwise known as
Academic III, the two-story building
has been in construction since
October 2017.

Top: A segment of the Academic III mural.
Photo by Jenna Ethridge.
Middle left, center, right: The mural in production. Photos
courtesy of CSUMB Professor Emerita Johanna Poethig.
Bottom: The mural, visible from the Academic III’s main
entrance. Photo by Jenna Ethridge.

According to California State
University, Monterey Bay’s
(CSUMB) website, Academic
III features over 14 classrooms
including those for anthropology,
archaeology, oral history and a 200seat room for film screenings. There
is also an amphitheater, art gallery,
several gathering spaces and genderneutral restrooms.
Another unique feature is the mural
that greets students at the building’s
main entrance, painted over the
course of four months by CSUMB
Professor Emerita Johanna Poethig

of the Visual and Public Art (VPA)
department who retired last year.

“The scales of justice are held by
a CSUMB graduate balancing
on a tightrope of networked
intersectionality that lights up the
globe: a steward with sophisticated
understanding, engaged in the
movements for social equity,
studying the paradoxes, taking
the risks, but always searching for
connections,” explained Poethig.
“[VPA] was one of the first art
programs in the United States that
really focused on art and the way it
intersects with society, muralism and
public art. Those are broad terms,
but it’s also within the curriculum
so that students gain the skills to
be studio artists and see how they
contribute … to the well-being and
intellectual and creative life of our
whole society.”
As with any major infrastructural
project, Academic III faced a few
challenges during its production.

Lime scooters
disappear
from campus
and city
By Jenna Ethridge
While California State University, Monterey Bay’s
(CSUMB) campus has undergone several changes
over the summer, students were quick to notice the
disappearance of Lime scooters that once scattered every
sidewalk and bike rack.
One year after their introduction to CSUMB and the city
of Marina, Lime has put their partnership on hiatus. With
Lime, students were able to ride scooters across campus
and into the city using an app that cost $1 to unlock and
charged 15 cents per minute of usage.
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“Our mission is to provide communities with safe,
sustainable, convenient transportation options and
we are constantly looking to improve the way riders
move throughout their cities,” a Lime spokesperson
explained in an email. “We are thankful for CSUMB
and Marina's forward thinking about micro-mobility
and we remain hopeful about partnering
on solutions tailor-made for the
community in the future.”
Despite conflicting opinions, Lime was
a popular method of entertainment and
transportation among students needing to travel
to different parts of campus in a short amount of
time.

“Some of the challenges on the
project included a condensed
construction schedule due to
funding issues, escalating costs and
limitations on material availability
due to the busy construction climate
in northern California, lack of labor
forces in the construction trades, and
a very wet winter,” stated Project
Manager Shelly Niedernhofer and
Senior Director of Planning, Design,
and Construction Ray Pyle.
The grand opening of Academic III’s
VPA art gallery will be held on Oct.
11 from 6 to 8 p.m. in dedication
to Roxana Keland, a VPA graduate
who passed from breast cancer
earlier this year.
Academic III is located on Divarty
Street in the former parking
lot west of the Joel and Dena
Gambord Business and Information
Technology Building.

“The lack of lime scooters really affects the whole
community,” Roxana Lopez said. “As a Residential
Advisor (RA), I cannot imagine how my residents
are gonna struggle now without an easy way to get to
class, considering how spread out the campus is.” Lime
scooters provided Lopez with a way to travel quickly
across campus when she received urgent calls as a RA
on duty.
“To make their business work, they needed
a regional solution, meaning other cities
in the area needed to have contracts with
them as well and some of the local cities have yet to
do that,” Senior Campus Planner Matthew McCluney
explained. “Lime could come back, but for Lime to
come back, one of the cities would have to want to
make an agreement with them.”
While the future for Lime scooters on campus is
uncertain, students are encouraged to take advantage
of other methods of transportation available on
campus such as Zipcar, rideshares, bike rentals
and the free transit system.
“Part of our Master Plan strategy is to increase
these alternative transportation modes,
bringing as many alternatives and sustainable
transportation modes to campus as we can,”
McCluney said.
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Letter
from
the
editor
Welcome back Otters!
My name is Jenna Ethridge and I would like to formally
introduce myself as this year’s editor-in-chief of The
Lutrinae. I served as former Editor-in-Chief Jessenya
Guerra’s assistant last year and am also the columnist of
Music Maven. I am a third-year human communications
major with a concentration in journalism and media
studies.
I have been involved with yearbook and newspaper
publications since my junior year of high school.
Writing has provided me with a method of selfexpression that I believe reflects my truest intentions
and capabilities, while also reaching a wider audience
than I could on my own.
During my time as assistant editor, I experienced
incredible growth as a journalist, student and leader.
I take great pride in The Lutrinae and its role on
California State University, Monterey Bay’s (CSUMB)
campus in providing students with a platform to

improve their journalistic writing through authentic
experience.
As students of CSUMB, I urge you to interact with The
Lutrinae and all it has to offer: news, opinion, columns,
sports, games, creative works, photography and student
leadership. Our staff is dedicated to sharing the most
accurate, relatable and entertaining content with our
peers.
Thank you for all of your continued support, words
cannot express how excited I am to continue The
Lutrinae’s legacy. I wish you all a successful and
enjoyable Fall 2019 semester!
Sincerely,
Jenna Ethridge
Editor-in-Chief of The Lutrinae

Price for daily
parking permit
increases

By Jenna Ethridge

Effective as of Aug. 1, the cost of daily parking permits
for visitors at California State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB) has increased from $3 to $5. Visitors are also
provided with the option to purchase a permit for up to
three consecutive days, which was formerly unavailable
as daily permits expired at midnight on the day they
were purchased.
Visitors can purchase parking permits online at https://
csumb.edu/parking/permits and in person at dispensers
using Visa, Mastercard or bills.

CSUMB offers support
following Gilroy Garlic
Festival

On July 28, three people were killed and 17 were injured
in a mass shooting that took place at the 41st annual
Gilroy Garlic Festival. Being only 45 minutes from
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB),
many students and faculty were personally affected by
the event.
Students seeking support are encouraged to visit oncampus resources such as the Personal Growth and
Counseling Center, Otter Cross Cultural Center, and
Office of Inclusive Excellence. These services provide
students with resources for counseling, educational
programs, support groups and connections to other
students like them.
In the event of an emergency on campus, CSUMB has
an emergency alert system called OTTER Alerts used
to notify members of the community via email or text.
Students can sign up to receive notifications at https://
csumb.edu/otteralerts. Updates can also be found across
CSUMB’s social media platforms.
To learn more about CSUMB’s specific emergency
procedures, students can visit https://csumb.edu/police/
emergency-procedures.

Werk Witch
Dragshow
The Lutrinae is a weekly campus newspaper covering CSUMB
and its neighboring areas. Here at The Lutrinae, our goal is not
only to educate and inform the public, but to entertain, to spark
creativity, to encourage diversity of opinion, and to build a
sense of community on campus and with the neighboring cities.
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Editorial
Policy
The Lutrinae is a studentrun publication produced
for the students of CSUMB.
Opinions expressed herein
do not necessarily reflect
the views of The Lutrinae,
CSUMB administration,
faculty, or staff.
The Lutrinae serves two
purposes: It is a training
ground for students who
wish to develop journalism
skills and build their
resume, and it is a forum for
free expression of campus
issues and news. The
Lutrinae Editorial team will
determine what to print and
reserves the right to edit for
libel, space, or clarity.
Advertising revenue
supports The Lutrinae
publication and events.
Letter to the Editors should
include first and last name
and should be submitted via
email. The Lutrinae reserves
the right to reject any Letter
to the Editor for any reason,
and anonymous letters will
not be published.

Audition for the second annual
dragshow
By Jenna Ethridge
Photos courtesy of Jessenya Guerra
You want to win the title of Miss Congeniality? You
better werk witch!
California State University, Monterey Bay (CSUMB)
is hosting its second annual Werk Witch drag show
on Oct. 12 in the UC Ballroom. Last year’s inaugural
show had a successful turnout, with performances from
several professional drag queens and multiple CSUMB
representatives competing for various trophies.
Auditions for this year’s show are being held in the
Black Box Cabaret on Friday, Sept. 6 from 1 to 5 p.m.
and Saturday, Sept. 7 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Students,
faculty and staff can sign up to audition at bit.ly/
werkwitch2019.
Students can reserve their free tickets for the event at
csumb.universitytickets.com. All CSUMB attendees
must also bring a valid Otter ID.
Top: Betty Fresas performing in last year’s show. Photo by Jessenya
Guerra. Bottom: Last year’s MCs hosting the show.
Photo by Jessenya Guerra.
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Letter from the president
As our 25th year as a CSU campus begins,
I would like to say welcome back to all
returning California State University,
Monterey Bay (CSUMB) students and give
a special shout out to our new freshmen
and transfers.

There is one common factor, however,
that makes a CSUMB education special.
It is the personalized, small-campus feel
that unites us all in a common purpose.
We are committed to helping every one of
you attain your educational goals.

It is great to have you all here. I hope
that you are ready for an experience that
will be exciting and challenging, fun
and rewarding. I also hope that you are
ready to play an active role in our campus
community.

In 2017, The Chronicle of Higher
Education cited our campus as the
university with the nation’s secondlargest improvement in six-year
graduation rates. Those rates have
continued to increase.

All of you have your own personal reasons
for being here at CSUMB. Perhaps it was a
particular course of study, or the chance to
attend college with a few special friends.
Maybe you wanted to be close to home, or
you needed a bit of distance.

That is a tribute to the hard work of our
faculty and staff. It is also a tribute to our
students. As a university, we provide a
full range of student support and health
and wellness programs, but it is up to you
as students to take advantage of them.

Students who move outside their comfort
zones and seek help getting through the
occasional rough patches of a college
career are the ones who persist and
graduate.
Students who look out for one another,
who offer support in the tough times, and
congratulations in the good times are
instrumental in building a caring campus
culture.

I therefore encourage you to take
advantage of all that CSUMB has to offer.
Working together, we will continue to
make this a great place to live, to work,
and to learn.
Eduardo M. Ochoa
President, Cal State Monterey Bay

Letter from AS president

Hello fellow Otters,

Welcome to a new academic year at
California State University, Monterey Bay
(CSUMB). My name is Ana Gonzalez and
I am truly honored to be serving as your
Associated Students (AS) President for the
2019-2020 academic year!
On behalf of your Associated Students, we
are honored and privileged to represent
your voice at this flourishing institution.
AS has a one-of-a-kind presence on
campus. We are the official liaison
between students and the administration at
CSUMB.
Our goal is to lead with excellence
and integrity. We are committed to
implementing programs and initiatives to

support all students. We are very proud
of all our initiatives to support your basic
needs, like our monthly Food Pantry and
our Toiletry Pantry. This year, we are also
very proud to announce that we will be
hosting a weekly Farmers Market every
Thursday from 2 to 6p.m. in Parking Lot
71.

Furthermore, we have committed to being
more attentive and active in regards to
supporting all your needs. This fall, we
will be hosting a Basic Needs Forum
where you will get the opportunity to
share your experiences and tell us how
to better support you in regards to this
matter.

fellow AS student leaders, the Inter-Club
Council and the Sports Club Council, my
goal is to serve the needs of our diverse
student body.

AS is here for you. I am here for you.
Please do not hesitate to visit our office in
the Student Center Room 125 or reach out
to us via social media @AS_CSUMB.
Let's have a great year and go Otters,
Raft-Up!
Your AS President,
Ana Gonzalez

As the AS President, I am here to listen
and stand by you. With the support of my

Academic
Calendar
Sept. 9

Sept. 23

Last day to add or
drop classes

Enrollment census
date

Oct. 21

Oct. 28

Winter 2020
registration begins

Spring 2020
registration begins for
continuing students

Fall
2019
Oct. 7
Winter 2020 & Spring
2020 class schedule
published

Nov. 11
Veteran's Day observed
Campus closed

Nov. 25-27

Nov. 28

Nov. 29

Fall break
Faculty planning days
No classes

Thanksgiving Day
Campus closed

Academic Holiday
for faculty and students
No classes

Dec. 13

Dec. 16-20

Dec. 19-20

Last day of instruction

Assessment and
final exam period

Capstone Festival

Dec. 25-31

Jan. 1

Jan. 2

Holidays observed
Campus closed

New Year's Day
Campus closed

Grades due
Last day of Fall semester

Columns
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At the intersection of
activism and education
and stopped talking. Later on, she was diagnosed with
asperger syndrome, obsessive-compulsive disorder and
selective mutism.

Verde

By Lacey Raak

If you haven’t heard of her, you will. Greta Thunberg
is becoming the voice of a generation: the generation
that will be feeling the impact of the last 100 years
of unchecked economic growth and resource theft.
Thunberg began protesting in 2018 when she was 15
years old.
She went to the Swedish Parliament everyday after
school, indeed skipping school, to protest the inaction
of leaders in response to what is often considered the
greatest threat facing our planet. She was inspired in
part by the student walk-outs following the Stoneman
Douglas School shooting in Florida.
Thunberg said she first heard about climate change at the
age of eight and could not understand why so little was
being done about it. At age 11, she became depressed

She added that selective mutism meant she was speaking
only when she needed to and that "now is one of those
moments"; and that being on the "spectrum" was an
advantage. She is being who she is to do everything she
can to address the common injustice facing all future and
current generations of all species.
Thunberg has become a well-known activist and is
routinely asked to speak at very high-profile events.
She rarely does, but when she did decide to speak at the
United Nations, she traveled over the ocean for 13 days
to truly “walk the talk.”
Our campus is doing something by increasing compost
collection, hiring zero-waste ambassadors and building
green(er) buildings. It’s not enough, but it is something
and we need your help to continue to make progress. Stop
buying stuff, bring reusable cups, unplug your appliances

when not in use, ride your bike and ask your instructor to
provide electronic copies or accept papers electronically.
Be aware and care. You can also visit csumb.edu/
sustainability or follow us on instagram to see more of
what the campus is doing.
You may not be Thunberg and you may not have a
desire or an interest to become an environmental activist
as she has. As you begin (or continue) your academic
studies, you do have a responsibility to ensure that no
matter what you do, you do it for the betterment of our
community and our shared future. You do not need to
be an environmental studies major to care about the
environment and you do not need to be an activist to
make a difference.
If you do fancy yourself an activist and want to do
something, check out the 350.org climate walkout
happening on Sept. 20.

What was the highlight
of your summer? Otter-Chatter

Jon Dudrey

Melisa Garcia

Lucy Smith

“I spent 10 incredible days touring Japan. During my
time, I bounced between Tokyo, Osaka and Nara. It was
an experience of a lifetime, without a doubt. I got to feed
the deer that hang out around Nara, they’re surprisingly
aggressive. They’ve learned that tourists equal food, so
that was interesting. I can’t wait to go again.”

“I got to go to New York and New Jersey for the first
time. It was really humid there, and the weather was
crazy with thunder and lightning, while it was hot at the
same time. I went to West Point Military Academy and
the Purple Heart Hall of Honor with my boyfriend, it was
a lot of fun. We got to see a lot of cool stuff.”

“The highlight for me was coming to the states. I’m from
the UK, and it’s been nice soaking up the sun and being
somewhere more dry. It doesn’t rain 24 hours of every
day here like it does back home. I had to take the Amtrak
from L.A. to get here, and it really gave me a sense for
how large and far away everything is here.”

Freshman
Collaborative health and human services

Junior
Japanese language and culture

Junior
Biology

I would not
be happier
anywhere else
Creative Works
Photos by Mikko Mananghaya
Our summer was gonna be filled with climbing
and surfing, but in the beginning of the trip,
Remick seperated his shoulder from his clavicle.
I saw his injury challenging him more mentally
than physically as he would not be able to do
the things he loves. But he had a mentality to his
status that I appreciated.

Remick Letcher climbing Chlorissa boulder in
San Luis Obispo (left). A few days after Remick
seperated his shoulder from his clavicle (right).

He would always say, "I would not be happier
anywhere else, than where I am right now".
Even if we couldn't climb or surf, we were
always in great company with the beautiful
friends we had along the trip.
Enjoy the present, and appreciate the people you
are with right now, because you aren't anywhere
else. You are right where you are.

Columns
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It’s not in
America
yet, but
we all
want one.

When the Ford Ranger was brought back from
the depths of discontinuation with an all new
design and purpose, American truck lovers
rejoiced. Surely, the intention of the littletruck-that-could making a comeback was to
directly compete with the likes of the Nissan
Frontier, GMC Colorado, Chevy Bison and
Toyota Tacoma - the top fighters of the mid size
truck division. At the front line, the competitors
started out evenly matched. That was, until, the
idea of a midsized, off-road ready truck began
floating over manufacturer’s heads. Thus, all
the top names began rolling out off-road specific trim
packages with fancy gadgets, gizmos and model-specific
suspension setups that appealed to a niche market. It was
wildly successful except for Ford, who showed up a little
late to the game. Well, at least for the American market.

In the beginning of 2018, Ford unveiled the “Baby
Raptor” or Ranger Raptor. Which, given the name, is a
baby brother to the gigantic and highly sought after F-150
Raptor. In Europe, the baby Raptor can either come with
Ford’s successful and versatile 2.0 liter twin turbocharged

four cylinder diesel or a 3.2 liter five cylinder diesel both of which make just over 200 hp, with over 300 ft lbs
of torque. In the event that it comes to America (which,
it most likely will, given how well the standard Ranger
and F-150 Raptor sell here), it’ll likely come with either
the famous 2.3 liter EcoBoost turbo four or a 2.7 liter
EcoBoost V6. A V6 in a smaller off-roader would be an
amazing addition to the little truck, since it makes 335 hp
and 380 ft lbs of torque - notably more than the engines
available in Europe. Though, unless you’re in Europe,
Americans won’t see the light of a manual transmission
option. Welcome to the ‘10 Speed Automatics Only’ club.

Upcoming
concerts
Music Maven
By Jenna Ethridge
As we transition from summer to autumn, we are also
transitioning from the season of album releases to the
season of touring. Celebrate the beginning of a new
semester by seeing your favorite artist live!

Bon Iver and
Sharon Van Etten

will be performing at the Chase Center in San Francisco
on Sept. 12. Bon Iver's latest album, i,i, was released on
Aug. 30 through Jagjaguwar.

L.A. Witch

will be playing on Sept. 15 at The Catalyst in Santa Cruz.
The Mattson 2 will be in Santa Cruz at The Crepe Place
on Sept. 18 and 19. Their most recent album, Paradise,
was released on June 7, eight years after their debut
album, Feeling Hands.

The Santa Cruz
Mountain SOL Festival

will be taking place from Sept. 20 through Sept. 22 at
Roaring Camp Meadows in Felton. Chicano Batman is
one of several artists performing on Friday, Sept. 20.

The Fernwood
Campground

in Big Sur is hosting a benefit concert for The Big Sur
Health Clinic on Sept. 20 and Sept. 21 featuring artists
such as Yo La Tengo, Kevin Morby, Waxahatchee and
The Mattson 2. Previously included in the lineup was
Purple Mountains, of which member David Berman
passed on Aug. 7 from suicide.

Yo La Tengo

will also be performing in San Francisco for three nights
at The Chapel from Sept. 23 through Sept. 25. The 62nd
annual Monterey Jazz Festival will be returning to the
Monterey County Fairgrounds from Sept. 27 through
Sept. 29. This year’s featured artists include Diana Krall,
Chris Botti and Snarky Puppy.

Soccer Mommy

will be playing in Santa Cruz at The Catalyst on Sept. 30.
Soccer Mommy is also opening for Vampire Weekend
on Oct. 1 at the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium in San
Francisco.
Tickets for all of the shows mentioned are available on
Ticketmaster, Stubhub and the artists’ websites.

So, what makes the Ranger Raptor so
appealing? Well, the overall ride height is taller
than the standard Ranger by two whole inches,
which doesn’t seem like a lot, but two additional
inches can mean the difference between saving
or destroying an oil pan off-road. This is even
less likely in the Ranger Raptor, since it would
come stock with steel skid plates that protect
the bottom of the radiator and the oil pan.
Additionally, it comes with Fox racing long
travel suspension, as seen in the larger F-150
Raptor. Also borrowed from the F-150 Raptor
is the intelligent terrain sensing computer, that
brilliantly tweaks suspension, torque, braking
and acceleration settings to best match the
terrain. Of course, all that is similar to the
other competitors in the off-road mid size trucks of the
moment, but the F-150 was kicking butt and taking
names before the other competitors were even concepts.
So, anything borrowed from its larger and meaner
brother would automatically make it a winner.
Though, in the event that Ford doesn’t bring the mini
bread winner to its homeland, the FX4 option on the
standard Ranger is very capable. Some stickers and body
mods wouldn’t fool anyone otherwise. Keep your eyes
open and your fingers crossed we get the baby Raptor.

Farmers market
on campus
By Jenna Ethridge
The farmers market will be held from Aug. 29 through
Nov. 21 on California State University, Monterey Bay’s
(CSUMB) campus in Lot 71. Students will have access
to purchase local produce and food from 2 to 6 p.m.
every Thursday.
This program is put on by Associated Students of
CSUMB who are also responsible for other Basic
Needs projects on campus, such as the food and toiletry
pantries.
“I think it’s a good way for students without cars to get
food without having to rely on the Dining Commons
and Otter Express,” said sophomore Jorydnne England.
Fourth-year student Jessica Uhlenhop added, “It’s an
accessible way to be sustainable.”
The farmers market is open to the public and all
purchases must be made with cash, debit or EBT.
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Horoscopes
By Kristen Finley

Aries

(Mar. 21 - Apr. 19)

Fall is usually a rough time for you. You enjoy the
warmth of the sun and the long list of things to do
outside with those you love. Fall brings rain and lower
temperatures - and you’re susceptible to seasonal
depression. Before succumbing to the hold the change
in seasons has habitually had on you, try to embrace
change. Though, even you can admit this has always
been difficult for you. The planet sheds its old skin and
gets ready to grow into a new one, maybe you should
be ready to do the same.

Taurus

(Apr. 20 - May 20)

You don’t know why, but you’ve been itching to get
away from the same pattern you’ve recently discovered
you put yourself in. What’s been the norm for you
simply isn’t working anymore and you feel like you’re
finally ready to branch away. Remember, Taurus, you
are in control of your destiny. It’s perfectly acceptable
to put yourself first sometimes. Before jumping into
the deep end of change, be sure you’ve mastered the
art of treading water.

Gemini

(May 21 - June 20)

Once again, you’re at a crossroads. Do you follow
what makes your spirit happy? Or do you chase what
everyone else says is good for you? While you’re a
sucker for multiple opinions, don’t let too many hush
the little voice in your head that tells you what you
need to hear. After all, the decision you make affects
your life directly, not anyone else’s. Remember the old
saying, Gemini: before you’re able to help anyone else,
put the oxygen mask on yourself first. Your feelings on
the next step matter, too.

Cancer

(June 21 - July 22)

Fall has always been your season, Cancer. Though,
tread lightly this year, since you’re prone to brooding
when your environment is gloomy and cold. You
soaked up the summer sun in stride and you needed
that extra push into the light. This rainy season, a storm
is headed your way. Just try to remember everything
you’ve learned about yourself, your friends, those who
love you and vice versa. You’re as strong as you allow
yourself to be, the same goes for being weak.

Leo

(July 23 - Aug. 22)

You’ve been brushing up against the limits of those
around you this summer, which to your surprise, hasn’t
ended badly. You’ve been learning a lot about those
you surround yourself with, both good and bad. The
season of rain and cold is upon you and this time,
you feel ready for it. You’ve developed a better sense
of what you will and won’t tolerate from your peers,
which will give you an edge for a spiritual test that will
come knocking on your door.

With Summer in the rearview,
let’s see what the signs can
expect down the road.
Virgo
(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22)

Unlike the other signs, this summer was not all rays of
sunshine and butterflies for you. You’ve been put in a
position by someone you love that is not in your favor
by not telling you something they knew would make
you change your mind about something important.
You love this person, but now you find yourself second
guessing everything that involves them. Before you
forgive this so easily, remember, they deliberately kept
something from you. Ask yourself: what else could
they be hiding?

Libra

Capricorn

(Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)

Not unlike Virgo, you’ve been struck by a cruel reality
that has you guessing how you feel about something
you once felt so sure of. Though, unlike Virgo, you’ve
always been quick to sever ties without much regard
for consequences. Before putting yourself through the
process of making such a weighted decision, make sure
you weigh the pros and cons. You might be surprised
to find that going through with the original plan is
more beneficial than you originally thought.

Scorpio

(Dec. - Jan. 18)

The approaching seasonal change has you ready for
the start of a new you. You’ve stepped into a version of
yourself you didn’t know was there until you were forced
into it, and you’re quite liking the authoritative and
brave side of you - and so is everyone else! You’ve got
the spirit of someone who was destined to change things
and people are ready to follow you. The old you may be
nagging that you aren’t ready for such a task, but there is
proof in the pudding that you are. For once, listen to the
pudding.

Aquarius

(Jan. 19 - Feb. 18)

Things have been going your way lately, and you’re

(Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)

buzzing with excitement and confidence. Though, after
you’ve stepped off the ride, you’re starting to get a
nagging feeling that things are either too good to be true
or they’re moving faster than you can keep up with.
Things are indeed moving quickly, but keep in mind that
up to this point, you’ve been keeping up rather nicely.
In fact, some would argue it’s you that’s moving faster
than the opportunities are presenting themselves. Take a
deep breath, Aquarius. You’ve got what it takes. The right
people are noticing and watching.

You try so valiantly not to feel jealous of others and
their journey to success. Though, as of recently, you’ve
been having trouble with that. Those around you are
going where you thought you’d be by this time and it’s
got you second guessing yourself a little bit. Pressure
has always motivated you to change, but this isn’t the
kind of pressure you should be using to move you
forward. Focus on what you’re doing, what you’ve
already achieved and the future endeavours they’re
leading you toward. Your journey is yours and not
everyone else’s. As long as you’re moving, you’re
getting closer and closer. Don’t stop to smell someone
else’s roses.

Pisces

(Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)

Like many others, you seem to adopt the vibe of the
environment around you. With things looking stormy and
uncertain, you find yourself feeling the exact same way.
Being an empath has major upsides and advantages, as
you’ve found many times, but it also has disadvantages.
Before you allow yourself to be consumed by the fear
of the unknown, remember that you’ve always been an
adaptive creature. You’ve conquered every obstacle in
your path up to this point. You’re more than equipped and
capable to do it again, again, and again.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21)

You seem to have found your happy place. You’re
surrounded by people who don’t test your patience
and you don’t feel so stressed about adjusting to a new
environment. It’s been a long time since you were able
to relax around such a large group of people. Relish
in this moment, because this fall season will test your
comfort levels. Before you plant your roots in such an
environment, make sure where you were before truly
isn’t where you belong.
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otter, whale,
raccoon, shark,
seal, pelican, deer,
monarch, bird,
stingray
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